Lane Co 4-H Horse Development

Trail - In Hand and Walk Trot -
Senior Day
July 2010

Be ready at start cone
1. Walk through L
2. Back through L and walk forward through L and to the gate.
3. Open gate, walk through the gate and close the gate.
4. Trot over poles,
5. Walk on to bridge, pause for 5 seconds, walk off bridge.
6. Pick up the trot to mailbox. Stop and open the mailbox, remove item and show it to the Judge. Return item to mailbox.
7. Trot to sidepass poll and side pass right along the poll and then left.
8. Pick up bucket from Barrel #1 and place on Barrel #3.
9. Enter box and perform a 90 degree right haunch Turn. Dismount (if applicable)
10. Answer question from the Judge. Follow directions of the ring clerk.
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